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ABSTRACT
The awareness of the Sustainable Development (SD) issues and stakeholder interactions in the field of
information and communication technologies (ICT) management, forces companies to adopt the concepts
of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Green IT to meet the challenges of innovation agility, and
afterwards to create differentiation in the processes of governance and strategic alignment of ICT. In this
article, we present the enhanced model of eco-strategy as a new generation model for ICT management,
which will serve as a theoretical basis and aims to improve research in the field of responsible management
of ICT. The updated eco-strategy model is composed of two dimensions: “ICT Green Alignment” and “ICT
Green Governance”. These dimensions were designed according to a Green IT and CSR strategy to
provide companies with tools for the development of coherent and sustainable managerial strategies
capable of boosting overall performance and to explore new levers of transition towards renewed
management modes in service the SD.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The reflection on the models of responsible management of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) and their contribution or impact on sustainable development (SD) has
aroused the interest of a large number of researchers in the field of information system. The
analysis of management processes is at the origin of the research on ICT management strategies;
this analysis of the processes was privileged by the researchers before taking an interest in the
global management strategies which define which model or process to adopt.
Increasing attention to SD in the field of ICT encourages researchers to integrate the concept of
sustainability into the design of management models to help companies cope with the
environmental and social constraints of stakeholders and to gain competitive advantage. In recent
years, several initiatives have been undertaken to analyze the impacts of ICT on the environment
and society. However, the contexts are more complex and dynamic than many authors have thus
specified the need to establish a systemic perspective for the integration of the concepts of SD in
all the processes of management and decision-making in the ICT strategy [3], to strengthen the
relationship between research and development and the exploitation of management models. To
increase the implementation of this integration, some literature clarifies that aspects of
sustainability should be included at all levels of the overall strategy [4]. Therefore the SD strategy
in ICT management cannot be considered as an independent issue.
But given the increasing number of approaches to implementing existing SD recommendations
and tools, the development of appropriate new models is becoming increasingly complex [5]. The
evolution of the challenges and opportunities for managing ICT, leads us to pilot a reflection on
the strategic approach in a more global way and to highlight the fundamental questioning of the
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conventional management mode. In order to evolve existing ICT management approaches
towards more sustainability and to present approaches based on the Triple Bottom Line (TBL)
model that was represented in 1997 by John Elkington [1, 2]. The aim is to integrate the concept
of sustainability into the management strategy and to take account in a proportionate way of
economic, social and ecological interests, thus guaranteeing a balance in order to reach all
stakeholders in a sustainable and lasting way [1].
The use of responsible management practices that respects SD issues often refers to the Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) approach and the Green IT concept [1]. In this view, we have
introduced the initial model of the eco-strategy which proposes an original Framework composed
of three dimensions [1]: the Green IT and CSR approach, governance and strategic alignment. As
the dimension of Green IT and CSR is considered to be an orientation and homogeneous axis,
given the cause-effect relationship between the adoption of Green IT practices and the CSR
approach, this dimension has been declined on the other two axes which are the governance and
alignment of ICTs in order to establish a systemic perspective to improve the integration of SD
issues into the ICT management processes within the company. This perspective provides a
comprehensive overview to address sustainability; the company must not only focus on the ICT
management process but also on the strategic level impacting all stakeholders [3].
Based on the literature review, this paper assumes that the integration of SD concerns in the ICT
management strategy can be improved by developing a new systematic approach between
strategic, organizational and technical levels, thus creating awareness at all levels of the
organization and across all business units and provide some pragmatic roadmaps for taking into
account the environmental and social impact of the ICT management in the company. To help
solve this problem, we will focus on our research project on the model of the eco-strategy cited in
the previous paragraph. The aim is to propose an enhanced model to provide appropriate
recommendations and new orientation for integrating sustainability into the ICT management
field. We will introduce two new concepts, namely "ICT Green Alignment" and "ICT Green
Governance" in the ICT management strategy; the first concept proposes a model of ICT
alignment based on the CSR strategy and Green IT, while the second concept offers a new
approach to governance that will be redesigned according to the Green IT and CSR vision:

Figure 1. Synthesis of the approach to improving the eco-strategy model.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. This paper first presents the state of research
through a state of the art organized around an initial Framework of eco-strategy [1], in which we
will recall the theoretical foundations of adoption of CSR and Green IT practices in the ICT
governance and alignment process. Then we expose in a second place the enhanced model of the
eco-strategy through the development of the different dimensions of the model. To conclude,
some ideas will be proposed in order to elaborate a standard "ICT eco-strategist" allowing the
certification of companies in the field of ICT management and also to present perspectives to
evolve our model towards a referential of Green management.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORICAL CONTEXT
2.1 TOWARDS RESPONSIBLE ICT MANAGEMENT
Strategic management within companies is a relatively new concept that was institutionalized in
1980 after the work of Igor Ansoff and Anthony in 1965 [8, 9]. It represents all the managerial
practices creating value in order to increase the profits and to have a better quality of life at work.
The organization and mode of management have been influenced by the current socio-economic
environment and the concept has been enriched by the contributions of organizational theory,
industrial economics and technological innovation [12, 13]. Indeed, all the aspects of strategic
management are in a state of mutation in relation to the past thanks to the ICT. Businesses are
thus faced with a major development in their development [16], and with the complexity of
following the managerial upheavals [13].
Technological innovation has contributed to the transformation of ICT managerial practices and
has enabled companies to seek to rethink and develop new knowledge [10, 11]. This innovation
has been propelled by the increase of interactions with all the stakeholders, enabling them to
explore new management models thanks to the progress of the ICT. As a result, ICT with
innovations are positioned at the core of enterprise managerial innovation [14]. The researchers
are therefore interested in finding models of good practices to lead the innovation of management
by relying on the ICT [13]. Other authors have also stressed the capacity of ICT to ultimately
influence the managerial approach to organization, environment and stakeholders [6]. The
objective is to seek, in a new analytical prism, to explore the levers of adaptation and evolution of
the processes of conventional ICT management in a more systemic way and to meet the
challenges of innovation.
With the penetration of ICT in companies, from the 1980s, the sphere of responsibility and the
management dimensions of these ICT have expanded considerably. The challenge is to
compensate or reduce the negative impacts of management on the environment and society and to
lead to a transformation of the decision-making models, the social relations and the interactions
induced by these ICT. This tendency is considered by researchers as a component of the
company's environmental and societal identity [27], which has allowed us to question vertical
models of management and hierarchical subordination [1]. At the heart of these new modes of
managerial thinking, the adoption of practices respectful of the environment and in harmony with
societal concerns becomes the preferred way for researchers to design a responsible management
of ICT.
Responsible management, which is no more than the corporate social responsibility in our
research, is undoubtedly a practice in step with the new demands of SD that can lead to change
and continuous improvement, with a view to sustainability and full respect for environmental
balances [20]. In this new field of research, ICT qualified as Green IT [1] seems to play an
essential role as an engine and catalyst for the new management and decision-making strategy
[24]. In this context, companies increasingly tend to adopt practices known as Green IT [21] to
satisfy the objectives of all stakeholders [1]. However, in order to make the management strategy
viable, researchers are challenged to develop new management models that, through ICT, would
enable companies to achieve competitive advantages in terms of increased profits and minimized
costs, and through the intelligent and ecological use of resources [22]. The models to be proposed
must thus be able to integrate the variety of impacts of ICT, not only economic but also
environmental and social [23], with a view to innovation and the creation of differentiation.
Consequently, in our research work, we envisage contributing to the reflection on the new ICT
management systems, which we will refer to as new generation managerial systems. To answer
the lack of consideration of SD principles and criteria in the design of management models, we
proposed the concept of eco-strategy [1]. This initial model is built around the CSR approach and
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Green IT, which explains the strength of our proposal, is that it integrates transversely these two
concepts in the process of governance and strategic alignment of ICT.

2.2 THE INTRODUCED MODEL OF THE ECO-STRATEGY
In order to integrate the concept of SD into ICT management strategy and IT policies and
processes, we have introduced the initial model of eco-strategy [1] which is based on the concept
of Green IT and the CSR approach. Our contribution aims to participate in the reflection on the
new methods of ICT management. The reflection was guided by a new societal and
environmental orientation, as well as broad avenues of improvement of the practices and
procedures of governance and alignment. The two main ICT management sectors introduced by
the eco-strategy model are:
•

Greater accountability to all stakeholders

•

Continuous improvement and sustainability of governance practices and strategic
alignment of ICT based on an integrated Green IT and CSR strategy

The objective of the initial model has been to design a managerial Framework that takes into
account the concerns of SD in the processes of alignment and governance of ICT:

Figure 2. Initial model of the eco-strategy.

We described in this Framework the internal and external visions of ICT management, which
offers a perspective based on the practices of Green IT and the CSR strategy in the processes of
governance and strategic alignment of ICT:
TABLE 1. Internal and External vision of the eco-strategy.

Internal Vision

External Vision

Management Effectiveness

Single customer value creation

Minimization of costs

Sustainable development issues

Improved coordination of activities

Competitiveness and leadership

Transformation and innovation

Performance and compliance

Strategic Adjustment

Economic Intelligence

Process optimization

Stakeholders
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This initial model requires taking into account the factors of Green IT and CSR to strengthen
conventional governance methods, in order to integrate the concept of sustainability into ICT
governance instruments and mechanisms [1]. The recommended approach makes it possible to
identify the demands of all the stakeholders with a goal of risk control, performance and
compliance in an eco-responsible approach and sustainable use of resources. We talk about a
certain eco-governance based on economic, societal and environmental intelligence.
For the strategic alignment dimension of ICT, the eco-strategy model offers an approach to
improving the adjustment process from an internal point of view, by synchronizing the actions of
CSR and Green IT With the strategic orientations of ICT at company level. We also aim to give
priority to technical and managerial innovation and transformation. From an external point of
view, the model focuses on branding and intellectual property. The transformation brought about
by the CSR and Green IT approach creates differentiation and aims to improve and develop
competitiveness and leadership [1].

2.3 MOTIVATION AND FINDINGS
As demonstrated by the literature review, Green IT and CSR practices may, indeed, have the
ability to help the company gain competitive advantage and contribute to the achievement of SD
goals. The implementation of coherent and eco-responsible ICT management initiatives supports
the overall management strategy and facilitates the creation of competitive differentiation. The
initial eco-strategy model provides an effective management Framework for integrating SD
concepts into the ICT governance and alignment strategy, however, the interrelatedness of the
management strategy, the objectives of the CSR and Green IT is a complex challenge.
Our model needs a solid justification for driving sustainability initiatives to establish on-line
priorities with the company's core ICT business. The initial model does not provide the necessary
strategies and practices at all levels that can address the issues raised by the SD. In addition, the
model offers two distinct visions for the integration of the CSR and Green IT approach [1]. This
is why a more enhanced and cross-sectoral Framework is strongly needed in order to respond to
both governance decision-making and strategic alignment of ICT, taking into account in an
integrated approach the requirements of CSR and Green IT. The objective is to evolve from a
three-dimensional model with two visions towards a new two-dimensional management model in
an eco-strategic approach to Green IT and CSR. The dimensions of the model will be integrated
into the theoretical Framework of the responsible management strategy to facilitate the link
between the governance and alignment practices and the managerial context of the company's
ICT in relation to all the stakeholders.

3 PROPOSAL FOR AN IMPROVED MODEL OF ECO-STRATEGY
To answer the problem, we remember that the latter refers to the observation of a lack of
conceptualization of systems based on Green IT and CSR for the ICT management. The analysis
of the literature shows the weakness of research investigations in this field. We address this
problem by proposing a theoretical model of new generation management, consisting of a
conceptual model of governance and strategic alignment of ICT based on the concepts of Green
IT, CSR and stakeholder theory [1]. The fundamental objective of this model is to contribute to
the fields of research in the domains of strategic management of ICT by giving new insights
about the relevance of the concept of Green IT and CSR to increase the creation of value [38],
increase competitiveness and leadership and support the environmental and societal purposes of
the company to create the differentiation.
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Figure 3. Enhanced model of the eco-strategy.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the first chapter, we define the integrated
approach of Green IT and CSR that will be adopted in our research. This approach is crucial in
our conception of the strategic management of ICT; we will analyze the strategic relevance of the
notion of sustainability which facilitates consideration of the strategic aspects of Green IT and
CSR. In the second chapter of the article, we present the notion of "ICT Green Governance" as
the first dimension of the updated model of eco-strategy. In this section, we detail the new ICT
governance dimension that is rethought according to the approach Green IT and CSR by
proposing SD best practices and strategies. The third chapter will discuss the second dimension of
our model and introduce a new concept that is "ICT Green Alignment" through the development
of a conceptual Framework for the strategic alignment of ICTs using the Green IT and CSR
approach.

3.1 GREEN IT AND CSR INTEGRATED APPROACH IN THE ICT MANAGEMENT
The key motivation for our contribution is to promote all Green IT and CSR approaches in an
integrated manner in the ICT governance and alignment processes [1]. This approach is
represented in our model as being a transverse axis to the set of the stakeholders, this axis is made
up of three main components of the Green IT and CSR: Strategies, Practices, Indicators, these
components are modeled according to the different contexts that are defined by the stakeholders;
We talk about the internal, external and technological context.

Figure 4. Green IT and CSR integrated approach.
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These components will be further detailed according to the context and refined to provide the
appropriate elements, which will allow us to design the two dimensions (ICT Green Governance
and ICT Green Alignment, see figure 3), the objective is to align the ICT governance and
alignment processes with the integrated Green IT and CSR strategy.

Figure 5. Dimensional view of the components of the integrated Green IT and CSR approach.

STRATEGIES:
The "Strategies" component is defined in our research as a concept that designates policies to
integrate societal, environmental and economic concerns associated with the concept of Green IT
in ICT governance and alignment processes:
•
•
•

Societal strategy: defines the policy to lead the impacts that ICT management can have
on the social systems within which it operates.
Environmental strategy: is interested in implementing an action plan to reduce the
ecological footprint of ICT management and improve the standard of living.
Economic strategy: allows controlling the impacts that ICT management can have on
economic systems at the local, national and global levels.

PRACTICES:
The "Practices" component refers to techniques and behaviors that managers and organizations
can adopt and help directly in the greening of the ICT management function:
• The societal component:
- Strengthening human capital
- Promoting diversity
- Encouragement of continuous and high-quality social dialogue
- Management of promotions
- Guarantee of freedom of association and collective bargaining
- Access to education
- Health and safety at work, well-being in the company
- Skills development and training
- Equality between men and women
- Conduct and compliance with high standards of ethics
• The environmental component:
- Controlling environmental risks, selecting and improving the quality of projects
- Environmental performance
- Measuring the carbon footprint
- Resource-saving policy
- Energy saving policy
- Waste sorting, recycling and recovery
- Eco-design
- Optimization of the logistics chain
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• The Economic Component:
- Good risk and performance management
- Responsible purchasing and procurement policy
- The supply of responsible products and services
- Business ethics and the fight against corruption
- The strategic contribution
- Operational Excellence
INDICATORS:
The objective of setting up indicators is to enable the optimization of our eco-strategy plan for the
responsible management of ICT, through an initial evaluation and a follow-up of their evolution
within the Framework of an approach to progress and continuous improvement [30]. These
indicators are defined and applied to the two pillars of our model (ICT Green Governance and
ICT Green Alignment). Each indicator is clearly identified according to appropriate measures to
allow us to conduct an eco-strategic process of management on three phases that we call "the
Three Ms"
•
•
•

Measure: implementation of measures on indicators in all aspects (strategy and
practice) of ICT governance and alignment processes
Monitor: monitoring over time to determine the evolution of indicators
Manage: interpretation of measurement and monitoring results for the continuous
improvement of management processes

3.2 DIMENSION: “ICT GREEN GOVERNANCE”
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The enhanced eco-strategy model we propose through its "ICT Green Governance" dimension
addresses the sustainability challenges already described, ensuring SD-oriented integration into
the ICT governance process [26]. This dimension is designed on four strategic axes in order to put
in place good ICT governance and also to create differentiation through the creation of value for
all the stakeholders. The objective of sustainable governance of ICT is, through the guidelines
and specifications of Green IT and CSR, to ensure responsible management within the
organization by identifying and assessing the risks associated with sustainability, good resource
management and the implementation of effective sustainability monitoring [22].
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Figure 6. “ICT Green Governance” Dimension.

Resource Management
Consists of optimizing investment in ICT resources and managing them, as well as optimizing
knowledge about infrastructures, applications, information and people.
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Risk management
We require IT managers to be aware of and have a clear view of the risk appetite of the company,
as well as to have a good knowledge of the compliance requirements and transparency about the
significant risks incurred by the company [30]. The aim is to have a better allocation of
responsibilities in risk management for different stakeholders.
Value Creation
The main objective of this axis is to implement the sustainability proposal as an added value
throughout the ICT governance process and ensure that the expected benefits are achieved
strategically. The creation of value in our model aims to prove the intrinsic value of ICT through
the practices of Green IT and CSR [38], taking care to optimize costs, manage risks and ensure
the sustainability of resources [22].
Measuring performance
We propose in our model a new way to monitor the implementation of the ICT governance
process, we are interested in environmental, societal and economic performance through a
dashboard designed on a set of indicators of Green IT and CSR.

3.3 DIMENSION: “ICT GREEN ALIGNMENT”
In the remainder of this paper we will seek to fill the gap in the literature on the strategic
alignment of ICT in the CSR and Green IT approach. Then we provide a new conceptual
alignment Framework that will be the second dimension of our eco-strategy model, which is
complementary to the ICT Green Governance dimension and can be used to describe strategic
alignment strategies revised according to a SD strategy based on Green IT and CSR.
The subject of strategic alignment of ICT has been the central concern of managers for many
years [41]. The challenge is to exploit the potential of ICT to achieve the objectives expected by
companies [42]. The Strategic Alignment Model (MAS), developed in 1993 by Professor
Venkatraman at the MIT Sloan School of Management in Boston, proposes a Framework for ICT
alignment based on four axes: technological strategy, business strategy, IT resources and
organization, the objective of this model is to achieve competitive advantage. The MAS model is
also concerned with the impact of ICT on the organizational interrelationships between strategic
and technological planning. From the last ten years, SD initiatives focused on the Green IT and
the CSR strategy, represent a new and very complex challenge in the process of aligning these
ICT with the commercial strategy. Alignment in the context of the CSR and Green IT strategies is
seen as a driving force in transforming the whole economic, societal and environmental logic of
the company.
The strategy for aligning ICT within the integrated Green IT and CSR approach already defined
in Chapter 3.1 is essential in order to increase competitiveness and contribute to the achievement
of sustainability objectives. This requires a strategic plan that will guide the entire alignment
strategy in full respect of SD concerns [13]. According to the work carried out in 2006 by Wang
and Ghose [44], they propose a conceptual model that offers a set of tools that promote the
synergy between alignment strategy and Green IT. The same authors pointed out in 2011 that the
proposed model, taking into account the allocation of resources [45] and offering adequate
alignment measures to achieve business and sustainability objectives, are a crucial both
managerial and academic [46]. This will help us in our research approach to design a new
dimension of ICT alignment in our overall eco-strategy model.
For this purpose, we will adopt a holistic approach based on the "Balanced Scorecard" concept,
which was developed in 1992 by Kaplan and Norton [47] as part of a research project to study
measurement of performance in companies. The concept focused on four perspectives: finance,
customer, operational processes, learning and growth. We propose to modify this concept in order
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to align with the three dimensions of the integrated Green IT and CSR strategy that we have put
in place. This approach is more effective in improving the alignment process of ICT through
Green IT and CSR practices by playing a central role in creating value for all stakeholders. We
introduce the "ICT Green Alignment" dimension, which is designed on the following three axes:
business strategy, ICT strategy, societal and environmental strategy, these three axes are aligned
according to the approach of Green IT and CSR as shown in figure below:

Figure 7. “ICT Green Alignment” Dimension.

The ICT strategy is aligned with the Green IT strategy, what allows to reach the objectives of
sustainability and technological efficiency in terms of energy saving and value creation. This
strategy promotes the creation and exploration of new SD business opportunities and improves
societal and environmental strategy through technological and organizational practices based on
innovation and differentiation. By promoting differentiation in ICT managerial practices, this has
a direct impact on the economic process through the creation of the single customer value [1] and
also introduces a change in current business practices.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we presented the enhanced model of eco-strategy, which we have described as a
new generation management model, has been redesigned according to an integrated approach of
Green IT and CSR. The model presented constitutes a Framework of managerial strategy for the
governance and strategic alignment of ICT in an SD approach. The major contribution in this
paper is the transformation of the initial three-dimensional model to a new two-dimensional
enhanced and transverse model "ICT Green Governance" and "ICT Green Alignment". Taking
into account both internal and external perspectives, has also been described in the model to
better understand the constraints and objectives of different stakeholders in the ICT management
process.
The enhanced eco-strategy model represents a structural and holistic research approach that leads
us to the need to look at horizontal and transversal management modes that meet the expectations
of all social, economic and environmental partners. This innovative approach to ICT management
is based on a simple principle aimed at implementing the basic concepts of SD. In order to
approve the validity and applicability of the proposed model, the conceptual Framework of the
eco-strategy should be tested on the basis of a real case study.
The eco-strategy model based on the Green IT and CSR concepts enables companies, through the
partnership and contractual dimensions, to improve the lifetime of relationships with different
stakeholders. It also allows the sustainability of resources against the traditional model of ICT
management and thus constitutes an efficient and effective organizational framework for the
balance of resources and sustainable practices.
The research we have conducted can be seen as a first step towards a more thorough and rigorous
approach to conducting reflection on ICT management systems according to the SD concept. That
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is why we consider it more appropriate to start from this model as a basis, in order to build a new
generation management repository that will be based on the principles of Green IT and CSR.
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